EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE

T&P’s stellar editorial team sorts through industry noise to deliver comprehensive coverage on the technologies that can refine or improve the process – now.

Dennis Seeds brings more than 30 years of professional experience to the post of editor-in-chief, including 12 years as a webmaster. Winner of 11 awards from press associations, he has covered stories from all areas. His Larger Margin column enlightens readers with thoughtful insight into metalworking manufacturing.

Peter Alpern, associate editor, has more than 10 years of writing and editing experience. Specializing in management strategies, he is dedicated to covering technology trends, stories of successful large companies and in-depth research conducted by the T&P support staff.

FOUR STAR COLUMNISTS

Stan Modic, author of T&P’s Straight Talk, is the 2006 recipient of the ASBPE Lifetime Achievement Award. As a staunch defender of the free-enterprise system, Modic is known for his hard-hitting and incisive commentary on manufacturing. His commentary has been widely quoted and reprinted, including material submitted to Congress highlighting what must be done to reverse the industry’s deteriorating competitive situation.

Steve Rose’s Shop Talk column applies common sense to production problems and offers programming tips and challenging quizzes aimed at supplying skills training for the workforce. Rose created the Comprehensive CNC training program and remains the chief instructor at the RTSI training facility in Solon, Ohio.

John Hummel, author of Financial Analysis, is president and a founder of AIS Futures Management LLC and AIS Capital Management LLC, a registered investment advisor. Hummel has 40 years of investment experience managing equity, fixed income, and futures portfolios. Hummel offers readers his keen analysis on economic matters.

Elizabeth Maze-Emery’s Quality column provides a look into the quality/inspection field. She is a Certified Quality Engineer and a Certified Six Sigma Black Belt. She has written on a variety of quality issues, and is affiliated with the American Society of Quality, Cincinnati and Dayton sections.